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Variationsrechnung

5.-11.07.1998

-Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von L. Ambrosia (Pavia), F. Helein (Cachan) und S. Müller
(Leipzig) statt. Die Teilnehmer repräsentierten ein breites Spektrum aktueller Entwicklun
gen der Variationsrechnung, und die Tagung bot ein ideales Forum zum Austausch von Ide
en zwischen unterschiedlichen Teilgebieten. Ein Schwerpunkt waren geometrischen Varia
tionsprobleme, wobei der Beweis von Hawking-Penrose Vermutung zur Entropie schwarzer
Löcher einer der Höhepunkte war. Anderen Schwerpunkte waren Variationsprobleme der
Kontinuumsmechanik und der mathematischen Physik, Variationsmethoden in der Bildve
arbeitung und Probleme des optimalen Transports.
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G.Huisken· and T.Ilmanen
Inverse Mean Curvature Flow and Mass in General Relativity
Let (M 3 , g) be a Riemannian 3-manifold which is asymptotieally flat, i.e. M3 \ K ~ IR.3 \ K',
K, K' compact, with estimates for the differnee to the Euclidean metrie 19 - 01 ~ elr,
lV'gl :$ c/r2 , and Ric(g) ~ -c/r2 . The total (ADM)-space mass of the 3-manifold is a
geometrie invariant given by the flux integral at infinity

mADM = -16
1

lim f. (9ij.j - gi; i)vi du.
1r r-+oo JSr t

Ir 8M3 = E~U· . ·UE~ consists of minimal surfaces, M3 contains no other minimal surfa_
. and has nonnegative scalar curvature, we prove the Penrose inequality for the total in~

namely
161rm2 ~ m~ IEil.

,I

It has the physical interpretation that the total energy of an isolated gravitating system is
bounded below by the size of the ,largest black hole contained in the space. The proof uses
a weak formulation of the inverse mean eurvature flow : a Lipschitz continuous function
1L : M 3 -+ IR is required to minimize the fuoctional

Ju(v) =1 IDvl + vlDul eNol,
M3

m (N2 ) = _1_IE2 11
/

2 (161r -1 H 2 du)
H t 641r3/ 2 2"-

N,

is monotone under tbe weak flow as long as Nt remains connected.

with respect to all compactly supported variations v and Dirichlet eondition u = 0 on someEr The Euler-Lagrange equation is div(Du/IDul) = IDul, aod the minimization property
ensures existence, regularity, and uniqueness. The family Ni = 8{u < t} is the generalized
solution of inverse meao curvatur~ flow. The result uses the fact. that the Hawking quasi
IDeal mass

.-

Felix Otto
Fingering instability of Bill" ftow down an inclined plane: an intrinsic linear
stability analysis
The lubrication model oe the f10w of a thin film of a viscous fluid down an inclined plane
leads to adegenerate parabolic (second and forth order) equation for the film height h.
Experiments show that tbe initially horizontal front of the thin film breaks ioto fingers and
that the emerging finger pattern haB a characteristic transversal wave length. Hence the
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goal is toestablish the instability of the I-dimensional traveling wave solution and to show
that the wave length of the fastest growing perturbation is finite.

Bertozzi aod Brenner pointed out that there a parameter regime where the traditionallinear
stability analysis predicts stability, although instabilities are observed experimentally. The
reason is that the differential operator which defines the linearization is not normal, say,
with respect to L 2 • Hence small perturbations may grow transiently - enough to trigger
nonlinear effects - before they eventuall v decay. What is the right measure of the size
of these infinitesimal perturbations? Considering the L2-norm yields the unsatisfactory
result that the infinitesimal perturbations with maximal transient growth rate have inifinite
wavelength.

We claim that there is a more natural measure of the size of infinitesimal perturbations.
Physically speaking, it measures tbe minimal dissipation of kinetic energy required to creatc
this perturbation. Mathematically speaking, it defines a Riemannian structure such that
the nonlinear dynamics are the gradient flux w. r. t. the natural energy functional. \;Ve
perform a linear stability analysis in this framework, which requires some understanding
of the nontrivial intrinsic geometry (geodesics, parallel transport). It predicts that the
infinitesimal perturbations with maximal transient growth rate have finite wavelength.

Massimo Gobbino
Gradient Flow Cor the one-dimensional Mumford-Shah Functional
In order to introduce a notion of gradient ftow for the one-dimensional Mumford-Shah
functional MS(u), we consider a family {Ft } of regular functionals, defined in spaces of
piecewise constant functions, which converge in a variational sense to M S(u).

Moreover, given an initial datum uo, with M S(uo) < +00, and ~ family {uo t } of
piecewise constant approximations of Uo, we consider the evolution problems

We show that for large classes of initial data, the family {ut:(t)} converges, as € -+ 0+,
to a limit u(t), which does not depend on {uot:}. This unique limit u is the ooly candidatc
to be the gradient ftow for the Mumford-Shah funetional with initial datum Uo. Roughly
speaking, u(t) ean be obtained by evolving Uo, out of its singular set, aecording to the
(rescaled) heat equation with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, and restarting
the evolution (with the new initial datum) whenever a singularity "disappears".

On the other hand, we show that for some special choices of UQ, the family {ut(t)} has a
continuum of possible limit points. However, only one of these limit points has the property
that the function t -+ M S(u( t)) is non-increasing, and this limit ean be characterized a.c;

in the preceeding case.
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With the same teehique (using finite differenee approximating funetionals introdueed
in [1]), it is possible to define the gradient ftow for the Mumford-Shah funetional also in
the n-dimensional ease; however apreeise eharaeterization of the possible limits seems to
bc a ehallenging problem.

1) M. GOBBINO; Finite Difference Approximation 01 the Mumford-Shah Functional,
Comm. Pure Appl. Math., 51 (1998), 197-228.

2) M. GOBBINO; Gradient Flow for the .one-dimensional Mumford-Shah Functional, to
appear on HAnn. Seuola Norm. Sup. Pisa".

Yuxin Ge
Harmonie maps or degree 1 into the unit 2-sphere
It is weil known that there are 00 harmonie maps of degree 1 from a torus to a 2-sphere.
Here, we will consider such harmonie maps fram a elosed Riemanr' surfaee of genus 9
greater than 2 to sphere. Because of eoncentration phenomena, t,he classical minimizing
nlcthod faBs. But the energy level sets near the minima have a nontrivial topology, which
allows us to look for a eritieal point with the help of a topological method. We will establish
the existence result of harmonie maps of degree 1 on a11 Riemann surfaces deseribed byan
open subset in Tg , the Teiehmüller spaee of genus 9 ~ 2.

K. Grosse-Brauckmano·, aod R. Kusner, J. Sullivan
Constant mean curvature surfaees with three ends
Almost embedded constant mean curvature (CMC) surfaces of finite topology are classical
with less tban three ends (52 or tbe Delaunay unduloids of revolution), and known to exist
for eaeh number of eods larger than three with any genus by work of Kapouleas. The c.
of surfaces with three ends and genus 0 is particularly interesting in view of the trou.
decomposition of CMC surfaces. Also, by the generalized Alexandrow reflection method of
Korevaar, Knsner, Solomon, tbere is always have a symmetry plane present. We exploit
this property to clas.c:ify these surfaces with an open 3-ball, using theorems of Lawson and
Karcher. With the help of a suitable maximum principle, we show that there is at most
one surfaee in the preimage of each point of the 3-ball. We also have an approach towards
proving existence of the entire moduli space component; the key tool is the real analytic
variety structure of tbe moduli space as proven by Knsner, Mazzeo, Pollack.

-reader
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F. Pacard
Construction of constant mean curvature surfaces in Euclidean 3 space

In this joint work with R. Mazzeo and D. Pollack, we present a desingularization procedure

for constant mean curvature surfaces in JR3. For example, given E., 1:2 two nondegeneratc,

constant meao curvature = 1 surfaces with boundaries and given any points Pi E Ei! wr

may assume that, up to rigid motioos, PI = P2 = 0 aud that T,.. E i is the x y plane. \Ve

then construct St:, for c E (0, co], a one parameter family of surfaces satisfying :(i) SE has

constant meao curvature = 1; (ii) aSE = 8E1 U 81:2 up to rigid motions; away from 0,

the sequence of surfaces S~ converges in Coo topo)ogy to EI U 1::2 ; on every compact, thc

rescaled sequence 1/e Se converges in Coo topology to a catenoid of vertical axis.

Moreover, we prove that "generically" , the surface Se is also nondegenerate, for smalJ E.

F.Bernatzki
On the existence of almost invariant surfaces {ar field-line flows ~

We consider a mathematical model for a physical problem which arises in' the context of

plasma confinement. Let 'lI' c IR3 be a solid torus in which the plasma (a ionised gas) movcs

confined by magnetic field B: 1r ~ R3 . To analyze tbe physical properties~of thc plasma

it is userul to find a family of nested tori to which B is tangential and whose union is 7.

However, when B has a chaotic field line structure one cannot find such a family. Instead,

here we show the existence of a continuous farnily of 2-dimensional rectifiable varifolds

(St)tE(O,l} which \ve obtain from minimizers of a functional E((B)(·) (f > 0 is an arbitrarily

small parameter). For an embedded surface S C ]R3 this functional is given by

where nS is a unit normal vector of 5, HS is its mean curvature and cp is a convex function.

M.Esteban and E.Sere·
The Dirac-Fock equations
The Dirac-Fock equations are the relativistic analogue of the well-known Hartree-Fock

equations. They are used in computational chemistry, and yield results on the inner-shell

electrons of heavy atoms, that are in very good agrement with experimental data. By a

variational method, we prove tbe existence of infinitely many solutions of the Dirac-Fock

equations, for Coulomb systems of electrons in atoms, ions or molecules, with Z ~ 124,

-reader
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N $ 41, N $ Z. Here, Z is the sum of the nuclear eharges in the moleeule, N is the
number of electrons.

G. Friesecke
Existence theorems for quantum many·body systems via variational methodsQuantum systems are traditionally studied without reference to their variational struc
ture but using this structure leads to new results, or simpler proofs of classical theo
rems. Quantum mechanics describes an N-e.lectron system in an ~xternal.p.otentialV (eAV"(r) = L:~l Ir=~f' the Coulomb potentIal of clamped nuclel at pOSItIons Ra E~
by an N-electrons wavefunction 1/J : (JR3 x Z2)N ~ C subject to the Pauli principle
1j;(x I, ... , XN) = f7/J(X C7(J),"" XC7(N») where Cf is apermutation with signature c. TheHartree-Fock approximation, instead, describes the system by N one-electron wavefuncti
ans t/J : 1R3 x Z2 -+ C.

The corresponding variational principles are:
QM: (interpret ?/J : (JR3 x Z2)N --+ C as t/J : R3N -+ ClN

) Minin ize

EQM(tJll = L'N (~IVfW +t V(ri)ltJlI
2
+ fu Ir; ~ rj/ltJlI

2
)

subject to JR3N 11/;12 = 1.
HF: Minimize

E"F [1/Jl •... ,1/JNl = L.(~IVt/Jd2+V(r)IWd2)

+ ~L. Ir ~ r'l (lt/Ji(rWIWj(r'W - (t/Ji(r) '1/Jj(r»)(Wi(r' ) .t/Jj(r'»)
t<)

subject to fR3tP{t!Jj = dij. (FoT such tPl' ...,WN, EHF is the quantum energy EQM of the
associated Slater determinant t/J = (N!)-1/2W1 A ... A tPN')

The main structural differencesjsimilarities are: :,A
QM: linear Euler-Lagrange equation; E not weakly lower semi-continuous on the spJl'H 1• HF: nonJinear Euler-Lagrange equations; E weakly lower semi-continuous on H 1• (The

lack of weak lower semi-l~ontinuity in QM appears to have escaped previous notice, and isimportant in understanding the relationship between EQM and EHF on the weak closure
of glater determinants, where the functionals are different.)

For QM, Zhislin proved in 1960 that if N < Z + 1, Z = L:~I ZQ' the infimum isattained. His analysis crucially exploits the linear structure and is not applicablc to HF. For
HF the analogous statement was proved by Lieb and Simon in 1977, using the variationalproperty of weak lower semi-continuity; but their analysis is inapplicabJe to Q~'l.

Using a new approach based on
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• the direct methods of the calculus of variations, in particular Lions' concentration
compactness theory

• density functional theory

• geometrie methods from N-body scattering theory ( V.Enss t B.Simon) translated
into a nonlinear, variational setting

• Löwdin's theorem

we obtain a unified proof of the above results, which also applies to other models such as
Configuration-Interaction (CI) which despite its natural algebraic structure had remained
inaccessible to previous methods.

.~.:

G.Dal Maso ,
A variational approach to softening and fracture
In a joint paper with Andrea Braides and Adriana Garroni we study same discrete models
of particles subject to nearest-neighbour non-linear interactions and we use them to ap
proximate one-dimensional continua allowing for softening and fracture. We examine the
qualitative properties of all continuous variational models obtained in this way and wc
carry out a detailed study of the properties of their IDeal minima and stationary points.
Finally we discuss same seale effects exhibited by these models.

G. Dei Piero
Structured Deformations as Energy Minimizers in Some Models of Material
Behaviour
The minimization of an energy funetional eonsisting of a bulk and a interfacial term is
considered. Depending on the form chosen for the interfacial energy, solutions reproducing
a variety of material responses are obtained. Such responses include subtile and brittle
fracture, yielding, and the oscillations observed in tensile tests performed at very slow strain
rates. In fact, two different models of yielding are obtained. In the first model, a periodic
interfacial energy is assumed, and yielding. is identified with sharp transitions between
stable branches of equilibrium solutions. In the second model, the assumed convexity of
the interfacial energy in a neighbourhood of the origin determines the loss of existence
of energy minima for certain values of the data; however, weak minima are provided by
generalized solutions, characterized as limits of sequences of discontinuous Cunctions, with
discontinuities of decreasing amplitude and diffusing throughout the body. A precise way
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of defining such limits is provided by the theory of structured deformations (0. & Owen,
1993).

S.Conti
Asymptotic self-similarity in a model of branching in microstructured materialWe consider a sealar 2D model whieh has been proposed to describe microstructure inmartensitic phase transformations, consisting in minimizing the bulk energy

E(u) =ll h

u~ + tlul/lIl

\vhere Iuy(= 1 a.e. and u(O,·) == O. Kühn and Müller (R. V. Kohn and S. Müller, Comm.Pure and Appl. Math. 47, 405 (1994)] proved the existence of the minimizers for € > 0,and obtained bounds on the total energy which suggested self...similarity of the minimizer.Building upon their work, we derive a loeal upper bound on tbe energy and on tbe minimizeritself, and show that the minimizer 'U is asymptotically self-similar, in the sense that thesequence
ui (x, y) = 8-2j / 3U((J1 X, 02j /3 y )

(0 < 9 < 1) has a strongly converging subsequence in W 1t2•

J.Ball, B.Kirchheim·, J.Kristensen
QuasiconvexiflcatioD and Differentiability
We develop a method showing that for a CI-function f : llF xn -+ IR fulfilling suitablegrowth conditions the lower quasiconvex envelope /qc is continuously differentiable again.
It is essentially based on fine properties of separately convex functions and the use ofGradient Young measures, whieh aHow an integral representation of V jqc.

This approach provides also information about Cl·Q-regu]arity and applies as weIl_other convexity notions from the calculus of variations. •

T.Riviere
Minimizers of the Complex Ginzburg Landau Equation in high dimensions andAres Minimizing corrents
In an joint work witb Fanghua Lin we consider bounded regular domains n in an and

-reader
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maps 9 from an into Si such that 9 admits no finite W 1•2-energy extension from n into
SI. ODe ean define a elass ~ in Hn - 2(n, sing(g)) such that for any current T representing
~ 9 admits a regular extension from n \ suppT iota Si aod such that for any surfacc E
with aE c n \ suppT

deg(g, a1:) = intersection number(T, E).

ODe relax the constraint to take value ioto Si and considers minimizers of the Ginzburg
Landau Fuoctional

E.(U) = In IVul2+ 2~2(l-luI2)2

among aH maps from n iota C with u = 9 on an. From any sequence U Ck of minimizcrs
of ECk as Ek tends to zero one can extract a subsequeoce which tends to an harmonie mal'
u. into SI but from n \ suppT where T minimizes the area in 9;. The union of u. and T
is a "natural" generalization of harmonie extension of 9 when it does nöt~exist from thc
calculus of variations point of view. '-~.

G.Buttazzo
Monge-Kantorovich equation in shape optimizatioD problems
We consider the optimization problem

max {E(11) : 11 nonnegative measure, Jdll =m } ,

where E(J1.) is the energy' associated to J1.:

The datum f is a signed measure with finite total variation and zero average. We show
that the optimization problem above admits a solution which is not in LI (Rn) in general.
This solution comes out by solving a Monge-Kantorovich equation of the form

{
-div(J1.D~w) = f .
w E LiPl (Rn), ID~wl = 1 p.-a.e.

where LipdRn) is the class C?f all Lipschitz functions on Rn with eonstant 1.

1) G. BOUCHITTE, G. BUTTAZZO, P. SEPPECHER: Energies l\'ith respect to a
measure and applicatioßs to low dimensional structures. eale. Var., 5 (1997),37-54.

2) G. BOUCHITTE, G. BUTTAZZO, P. SEPPECHER: Shape optimization soJutioIJS
\-ja l\Jonge-Kantoro\'ich equation. C. R. Acad. Sei. Paris, 324-1 (1997), 1185-1191.
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Mikhail Feldman
Optimal mass transfer in the presence of an obstacle
This is a joint work with Robert McCann. We consider Monge-Kantorovich mass transfer\vith cost function equal to the distance in the following cases:

(a) In Rn \ 0, where {l is an open convex set with smooth boundary - an obstacle.
Distanee is the shortest path in Rn \ n. .

(b) On a smooth Riemannian manifoJd M;
(c) On a smooth Riemannian manifold M with smooth boundary r, assuming that r

satisfies tbe geodesic convexity condition. r is an obstacle. ~,

In each case we prove existence of an optimal map.

F.Cao
An Axiomatization or image interpolation theory
We present an axio"matization of the theory of image interpolation in image proeessing.
~torc precisely, we look for elliptic differential operators satisfying some natural geometrieinvariance assumptions. A partieularly interesting operator is the Absolutely MinimizingLipschitz Extension (AMLE) introdueed by Aronsson and Jensen. The results are verygood for interpolation between level lines. That is useful for the reeonstruction of digital
i~ages that have initially ooly a few number of level Iines. We also explain why this modelis not satisfying for singular interpolation by giving the behavior of the AMLE when theboundary data contains some diseontinuity.

Andreas Gastel
Symmetrie Harmonie Maps l,>etween Spheres
One way to obtain harmonie ~aps between Euclidean spheres in nontrivial homato.classes is to reduce tbe effective dimension of tbe problem by imposing certain sym~try conditions. Several situations where this reduction leads to ODE problems have been
discussed, beginning with Smith '5 paper about harmonie joins. In this talk, examples aregiven where the redu\.:ed problem is of higher dimension.

We minimize energy in Sobolev spaces of mappings between spheres whieh are equivariant with respect to certain torus actions. Doing so, we get weakly harmonie minimizers.It is now a matter of regularity theory to deduce conditions under which these minimizers are actualJy smooth harmonie maps. These conditions imply existence of harmonie
representatives of each element o( the following homotopy groups: 1Tn+l (5") ~ Z2 (n ~ 3),11'"n+2{sn) ~ Z2 (n 2: 5 odd), 1I'n+3(5") ~ Z24 (n ~ 6), 1Tn+6{sn) ~ Z2 (n ~ 9 odd), and
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7Tn+7(sn) ~ Z240 (n ~ 10). rvloreover, each of the classes in this list contains infinitely many

harmonie maps of arbitrarily high energy.

P.Topping
Towards the Willmore Conjecture
Given a torus, immersed in ]R3, the Willmore conjecture states that

where H is the main curvature.
We desribe a variety of partial results in which the value 21T2 arises in terms of vol(§3),

vol(SO(3)), vol(G2,4) or the length of shortest non-trivialloops in 50(3), 50(4) etc.

B.White
Partial Regularity for Mean Curvature Flow
Consider a compact smooth embedded hypersurface in IRn+l, and let it evolve by its mean
curvature (so that the velocity of each point is equal to the mean curvature at that point).
The surface necessarily developes s!ngularities in a finite time, but presumably the singu
lar set must be rather small. In particular, I conjecture that the singular set (as a subset
of spacetime) can not have parabolic Hausdorff dimension greater than n - 1. (Parabo
He Hausdorff dimension in lRn +1 X IR is Hausdorff dimension with respect to the metric
d((x, t), (x', t')) = max{lx - x'l, It - t'jI/2}.) In same cases I have been able to prove the
conjecture, namely:

(1) If the initial surface is mean convex, i.e. if its mean curvature is everywhere nonne
gative. (This is for any n.)

(2) if the initial surface is a smooth emhedded two-sphere in 1R.3 that is Hnon-fattening"
for the level set flow. (Non-fattening is known to hold for generic initial surfaces.)

Result (1) is sharp in that a thin rotationally symmetrie torus is mean convex and flows in
finite time to a cirele of singularities. In the lecture I deseribed various ingredients of thc
praof.

11
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R.!\·I. Hardt
Higher Dimensional Singularities for p-energy Minimizing Maps
In joint work with F.H.Lin (Courant), we consider the behavior as p approaches a critical
power of a p-energy minimiziog map up : W ~ Sk . For p ~ dimJ.1.1 = k + 1, the singular
set Singup separates ioto a topologically minimal number of separated points. "in ease
thc p-energy of U p approaches infinity as p approaches m < dirn IV - 1 , the sets Singup

subconverge to the .support of an area-minimizing current plus a lower dimensional set.
Spccific exanlples are considered. The precise asymptotics of the energy are unknown, but
should involvc the curvature of the support as weil as the mass of the current.

K.Smoczyk
Existence of solitons for the Lagrangian mean curvature ftow
'A'e derive an integrability condition for the existence of Lagrangian mean curvature soli
tons and characterize them as solutions of a fully nonlinear ellipitic PDE. Using the action
of U(n) on cn we then prove that Lagrangian rnean curvature solitons in cn locallyappe
ar in abundance. The same techniques can be used to prove loeal c=-..stence of selfsimilar
solutions.

S-rvlasnou and J .-M. Morel*
Regular and singular interpolation in image processing
""'e show why nonlinear pertubations of the image generation process in digital devices leads
to t\\'O interpolation problems of a different kind. The first one, interpolation of under- or
ovcrexposed images leads ooe to interpolate between level lines by solving adegenerate
elliptic PDE introduced by Aronsson, the "Absolutely minimizing Lipschitz extension".
The second interpolation problem consists in restoring instead cliscontinuity struetures in
the image. It is solved by minimizing an energy which turns out to be the relaxed version of
I Icurv(u)IQ, u subject to boundary conditions of Dirichlet/Neumann type on the boundary
of the destroyed part of the image. e

. S.Hildebrandt· and F.Sauvigny
Minimal surfaces in a wedge
Consider a boundary configuration < r, Y> consisting of a cylinder surface La x IR = .9
and a Jordan are r with endpoillts P1 ,P2 on Y. Undcr suitable assurnptions on < r, ..9'>

-reader
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this configuration bounds exactly one freely stable mininlal surface ..\ of the type of t.he
disk provided that Eo·is smooth. If Eo is piecewise smooth we still have uniqueness among
Creely stable surfaces X whose projection f = ?Ta 0 X to the plane TI containing Eo yiclds a
monotonie map of the boundary of the parameter domain B to the boundary of a donlaill
Be in n.

At convex corners we prove that X intersects edges transversally. 'vVe give an example
showing tat at nonconvex edges the trace of X on !/ may be edge crawling in gel)eral.
FinallYJ \ve present a Bernstein theorem fo" nonparametrie minimal surfaces in a sectorial
domain.

The proofs of these results can be fOllod in the papers "Minimal Surfaces in a Wedge" I
(Calc.Var. 1997),11 (Archiv der Math. 1997),111 (Preprint 1998), IV (Calc.Var, to appear
1998).

ivl.Stru\ve
A variational problem in Chern-Simons gauge theory
In joint \\rork with G.Tarantello we show that tbe equation

-ßu == ). (_e_u
, _ 1)

In eudx

on the torus T 2 = IR2 /71} with fundamental domain n admits noh-trivail solutions for aoy
A E]81r, 41r2 [, which are related to multi-vortex states in a self-dual model for Chern-Simons
gauge theory. Solutions are obtained as saddle points of the functional

using variations of ). to obtain a-priori bounds on suitable Palais-Smale sequences.
Ref.: Boll.UMS 1(1988).
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